
Automotive Service Technician Certification - Jobs You Might
Not Imagine
 

In general, the minimum educational requirement for automotive technicians is a bachelor's

degree in automotive technology or a related discipline. If the prospective automotive

technician already has a bachelor's degree, it would be regarded as an associates degree,

and he or she still would need to complete all of his or her related coursework at a bachelor's

level. Most states also require automotive technicians to pass certain examinations in order

to work in the field. Automotive technicians can obtain the necessary training to work in the

automotive repair shop by attending an accredited technical college. There are many

technical colleges that offer accredited courses in automotive technology. 

 

There are many types of technician jobs in the automotive repair and maintenance field.

There are also different types of technician jobs in automobile maintenance, which is usually

more specialized. Auto mechanics perform tasks like installing and repairing engines,

transmissions, cylinder head seals, starter drives, clutches and plugs, fuel systems and

carburetors. The tire technician inspects and services automobile tires. 

 

Service technicians inspect, diagnose and repair electrical components and systems of

automobiles. Service technicians must possess knowledge of all automobile service

procedures, such as diagnostic techniques and repairs. They must have knowledge of

automobile service codes and practices and be able to perform mechanical repairs. A service

technician is not an automotive repair specialist, even though the two technicians may share

some knowledge of each other. In other words, they are not considered to be auto

technicians, although they do have the education and skills needed to perform specific tasks

needed in both fields. 

 

 

Some automotive technicians do not specialize in any one type of repair or service. Some

are certified to repair and service certain types of vehicles, such as automobiles,

motorcycles, trucks, boats and recreational vehicles. There are also service technicians who

specialize in a specific make or model of car or vehicle. This is especially true of those

service technicians who work for a manufacturer or dealership. The only way to become



qualified to work on a specific vehicle is to have an auto technician certificate, which can

sometimes be obtained through the dealership. These certificates are good for a specified

period of time and do not have to be renewed. 

 

If an automotive technician is interested in purchasing auto parts, there are several places

where he can go to look for them. One option is to visit a local automotive parts store where

he can purchase all of the necessary parts he needs to repair his car. Local dealerships often

offer extended service warranties to their customers in order to make the purchase more

affordable. 

 

Another option is to contact a specialty automotive service technician supplier, which often

offers lower rates than individual suppliers or dealers. These suppliers usually specialize in a

particular type of automotive repair, so it may be more convenient for the customer to use

them instead of trying to find someone who is willing to accept his special requests. Top-

rated products on BestReviews.Tips Canada The advantage of using a specialized supplier

is that automotive service technicians trained in their particular area have experience with

specific parts that may be needed by his customer. These specialized suppliers can provide

the customer service technicians he needs to keep his vehicle running efficiently. 

 

To become a certified automotive technician, candidates must pass both the written and

verbal exam given by the automotive trade organization. After being accepted into this

organization, he must register for the national certification test given each year. Candidates

who successfully pass the written exam and the oral exam are then eligible for national

certification. Automotive repair technician certification provides the candidate with a

professional edge over other potential candidates because they know ahead of time what the

requirements are. Certified technicians are more likely to be hired for major automotive

repairs, which can significantly increase his earning potential. 

 

Automotive service technician certification provides the opportunity for automotive shop

foreman to get the skills needed to do the job right. A master certification provides additional

opportunities by allowing him to work in more than one shop. This is because master

certification allows him to apply the learned skills in multiple shops if he chooses. Many

employers are willing to pay more for those who have mastered the trade and have shown

that they can do every day tasks on the job. Automotive service master certification is worth

every penny if he wants to secure a good future working as a master mechanic. 
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